COLLABORATION AFRICA

Promoting collaboration
on our continent
Since 2002, Omega Digital has played an active role in contributing towards
the economic transformation of our continent by supplying collaboration tools to
major clients in almost every African country.

www.omegadigital.co.za

As a South African company, we
are part of the African people and
continent, and proud to be so.
Making a difference to the lives and
businesses of our clients is critical
for us, and this mission keeps us
motivated and driven.
The opportunities in Africa are endless, and one of the
key reasons for our growing business on the continent is
the fact that Africans in general are very open to change,
constant socio-economic improvement, and the need to
evolve. In general, the physical infrastructure of African
countries is not at the same level as elsewhere in the
world. However, when it comes to IT infrastructure,
Africa has the necessary bandwidth to attract significant
investment from global manufacturers.
On any given day we are involved in multiple solutions
and projects for global organisations across Africa. We
work predominantly with public sector and corporate
enterprise clients that are based in multiple countries
around the world. No client has the exact same need
as another so our ability to be agile greatly assists in
achieving the outcome each of our customers require.
Collaboration tools are in high demand in African
companies, and Omega has the skills and technology
to implement these platforms for clients. Being the
only Microsoft Meeting Room Partner for the continent
demonstrates our reputation for effectively enabling
collaboration across African organisations.
Making a productive investment in our continent requires
the right collaboration partner. Contact us on one of the
numbers below to find out how we can help you drive
collaboration throughout the continent

LEVEL 1

Gauteng:
+27 11 258 5400
Western Cape: +27 86 111 4799

$45 BILLION
amount of foreign direct investment
in Africa in 2019

60%

percentage of the
world’s uncultivated
arable land located
in Africa

1.3 BILLION
Africa’s population

>400

number of African
companies with
annual revenues
over $1 billion

Our ability to
be agile greatly
assists in giving
the outcome
each of our
customers require.
TIENS LANGE
Omega Digital
Director: Sales

Eastern Cape: +27 41 101 1047
KwaZulu-Natal: +27 31 765 1422

info@omegadigital.co.za
www.omegadigital.co.za

